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Under this heading appear short notes reporting research involving specific techniques or measures of relevance for collecting data in developmental or clinical research. The notes are not intended to include validity or reliability information about extant standard measures or to include other matters more appropriate for a test manual.
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Considerable importance is attached to locus of control (LOC) in personality functioning,¹ and research has concentrated more on its effects than its determinants. For the latter, a uniform paradigm is typically used: Individuals complete LOC scales, and then complete LOC and/or child-rearing scales as they imagine their parents would have. Such studies link children's internality consistently with congruent parental LOC orientations and protective child-rearing styles.² However, their external validity is limited. First, college students are investigated almost exclusively. Yet multiple determinants might act on their LOC beliefs, whereas maternal factors would be more influential for younger children. Second, social desirability and demand characteristics may confound Ss' projections of their parents' LOC beliefs. Third, such research has relied mainly on unidimensional LOC beliefs, although greater predictive validity accrues to more specific, multidimensional beliefs.

White school children (74 boys, 74 girls; X age = 120.09 months, SD = 12.97) completed the children’s LOC scale. Their mothers completed the LOC scale and Maryland Parent Attitude Survey (MPAS). Principal components factor analyses with varimax rotation of the children’s scale yielded two acceptable factors (Personal Action and Luck); five factors emerged from the adult LOC scale labelled, respectively, Belief in a Predictable, Difficult, Politically-Responsive, Just, and Controllable World. The MPAS was not factor analyzed as research shows that the four constructs derived—Protective, Rejecting, Indulgent, and Disciplinarian rearing style—are valid.

Pearson correlations were then computed between maternal LOC orientation and child-rearing style and the children’s LOC indices. Three findings of some import emerged. First, a protective child-rearing style in mothers was related to children’s external LOC (Personal Action, \( r = .18, p < .05 \); Luck, \( r = .23, p < .01 \)). However, this phenomenon may be expected, as protective mothers afford less opportunity for their children to engage in self-initiated behaviors. That the present study used maternal self-report rather than college students’ projections thereof may account for these contradictory findings. Second, only the Predictable World belief was related consistently to children’s LOC (Personal Action, \( r = .18, p < .05 \); Luck, \( r = .14, p < .05 \)), which indirectly supports the importance of modeling influences in determining such beliefs. Third, the importance of assessing specific beliefs and self-reported child-rearing styles is emphasized.

However, these results cannot establish causality. Moreover, the use of regression analyses would enable the partialling out of the respective contributions of each of the predictor variables. Finally, direct observations of maternal behavior could be used in predicting children’s LOC beliefs more specifically.
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